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LCA system processes



System processes in LCA are aggregated
process results

Broadbent, Cl., et al.: Aggregated data development, ch. 3, p. 68 in Sonnemann, G., Vigon, 
B. (ed.): Global Guidance Principles for LCA databases, UNEP, 2011
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LCA recent development



LCA recent developments, system
processes

• In the past 20 years, LCA has gained attention and 
importance, tremendously (EU Green Deal, etc.)

• Technical infrastructure and procedures are slowly 
adapted 

• Unit processes and system processes are both 
used, f(software, database, use case)..

• ..but not depending on potential reliability 
requirements



The reliability of system processes





• Selling agent: This is a powerful painkiller, 
Ibuprofen, isobutylphenylpropionic acid

• The company claims to be reliable and is long time in 
business

• They describe the main composition

• Nobody outside of the providing company knows the 
exact recipe, since sensitive information must be 
protected



• Would you take it?





• Selling agent: this is the production of Butadiene, oxidative 
catalytic dehydrogenation of C4; production mix, at plant; 2.4982 
kg/m3, 54.09 g/mol (en)

• The company claims to be reliable and is long time in business

• They describe the main composition

• Nobody outside of the providing company knows the exact recipe, since 
sensitive information must be protected



• Would you use it?



→

• What seems impossible for pharmaceutical 
products, is common today for LCA models and 
datasets

• Both are surprisingly comparable though

• Difference is that 

• reliability is more important for pharmaceutical 
products than for LCA datasets

• You see more easily if a medicine “does not work”

→ Let’s have a look at elements of reliability for 
system processes



Dimensions of reliability, system
processes

1) Model access

2) Verification 

3) Aggregation level of the process

4) Producer of the dataset



Dimensions of reliability, system
processes

1) Model access

a. None

b. For verification  

c. Full, for users

2) Verification 

3) Aggregation level of the process

4) Producer of the dataset



Dimensions of reliability, system
processes

1) Model access

2) Verification (of the model)

a. No verification

b. Dependent verifier

c. Independent verifier, not accredited

d. Independent verifier, accredited

3) Aggregation level of the process

4) Producer of the dataset



Dimensions of reliability, system
processes

1) Model access

2) Verification (of the model)

3) Aggregation level of the process

a. Unit proces

b. System process

c. LCIA result, Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)

4) Producer of the dataset



Dimensions of reliability, system
processes

1) Model access

2) Verification 

3) Aggregation level of the process

4) Producer of the dataset

a) Not established

b) Established

c) Accredited



→

• In the end, pharmaceutical products and LCA 
system processes are just aggregated systems (!)

• Difference between pharmaceutical products and 
LCA datasets: 

• “incorrect” medicine really needs to be prevented; 

• less worries about incorrect LCA datasets 



Examples from other domains



Examples from the pharmaceutical
sector: Ibuprofen
(very simplified):

- Patent describing the mechanism

- Clinical trials

- Approval, per country (took > 10 years in 
some)

- Produced by approved companies, in 
approved procedures

- Monitoring and quick response 

Rainsford, K.D.: Ibuprofen, 
London 1999



Examples from the pharmaceutical
sector: Ibuprofen
(very simplified):
- Patent describing the mechanism

- Clinical trials

- Approval, per country (took > 10 years in some)

- Produced by approved companies, in approved procedures

- Monitoring and quick response 

→Model access to public (scientific 
publications plus patents)

→Verification (different levels, different 
parties involved)

→Aggregation: a produced pill, user has 
no access to details

→Producing companies need permission 
→ are “accredited”

Rainsford, K.D.: Ibuprofen, 
London 1999



Examples from the financial sector

• Annual financial statements

- Published results

- Accredited verifiers

- Verifiers have access to full model (here: 
books of investigated company)

→Model access to verifier

→Verification by accredited, independent 
verifiers only

→Very well established, mandatory for 
every capital company in Germany e.g., 
each year



Examples from the financial sector

• Failures: Bernie Madoff

- Established, Chair of New York Stock Exchange

- Elite investment company

- Paid very high interest rates to investors

- No insights into investment models (despite rules in 
principle)

→No model access

→No verification but trust

Turns out: Ponzi scheme, multi-billion fraud, no real 
investment 



Examples from the financial sector

• Failures: Bernie Madoff

https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/bernie-madoff-
explains-himself
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• Failures: Bernie Madoff

https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/bernie-madoff-
explains-himself



Examples from the financial sector

• Failures: Wirecard

- Newcomer to German DAX stock index

- Fintec (financial services)

- For years, too high revenue claimed, claimed 
deposits that did not exist

- Yet still, for years, annual balance 
accredited by E&Y

Turns out: Company now bankrupt, 
political debate about lack of control

https://www.finanzen.net/aktien/wirecard-aktie



→

• In other domains, stricter verification rules exist

• They do not prevent all forms of “cheating” or 
failures..

• ..that can occur because of
• Carelessness

• Greed

• Lack of self-control

• This is something to “take home” also for LCA, if 
the information provided by LCA becomes more 
and more important



A model of system process
reliability



A simple model for documenting system
process reliability

• inspired by the pedigree matrix

Model access Verification Producer of
the dataset

1, best For all users Independent 
verifier, accredited

accredited

2

3 Full, for
verification

Independent 
verifier, not 
accredited

established

4 Just shown, for
verification

Dependent
verifier

5, worst None No verfication Not established



Remarks

• Aggregation level: not part of the scheme; for unit 
processes, access to the model is granted “automatically”

• Note that this is different from the “reliability of the 
source” data quality indicator

• Next steps: 

• apply for existing data sources; for EPD program operators etc., 
minimum thresholds can be envisaged

• Finetune & elaborate: what does independent, accredited, 
established mean 



Summary and outlook



• I presented a model for assessing system process reliability 
for LCA, ..

• ..inspired by solutions from other domains, where the 
“model result” has traditionally more value

• Seen from some other domains, the approach in LCA now 
seems somehow simple and also naïve, and not fit for an 
increased importance of LCA information

• The proposed model needs further refinement 
(specification of verification rules, for example) but is 
hopefully a useful start

Summary



• The proposed model needs further refinement 
(specification of verification rules, for example) but is 
hopefully a useful start

• LCA tools needed for sharing full LCA models

• Open source and free tools: openLCA’S JSON-LD format allows this 
now already

• The European Commission’s extended ILCD format eILCD has also 
this idea but is not able to always capture entire models, (to be) 
implemented in various LCA tools (openLCA since about 1 year, but 
previous version of the format)

• Evidently, also LCA data providers are encouraged to 
consider the reliability of system processes in data they 
provide

Outlook
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